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Developed during World War II, paracord is among the most famous types of cordage utilized
by the military right now. It really is strong, light, and can be used for thousands of different
jobs, from the useful to the fashionable. Learn to make survival bracelets which contain up to
20 foot of paracord for emergencies, stylish bracelets for both men and women, rugged and
durable view bands, keychains, lanyards, deal with wraps, and much more! Heavy on images,
Adventures in Paracord will guide you through the basics of paracord weaving and its own
uses every step of the way.
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A great book with great practical instruction and projects! Survival? As a newbie to paracord
and the essential knots it helped me on a daily basis. I recommend the reserve and plan on
purchasing the paperback, I consider it this valuable. Simply might have been better overall. I
like the author & will purchase his additional e-books and if they're as valuable the
paperbacks to those as well. I believe it is our duty to support young non-fiction authors. BTW,
Nick, in the event that you read the feedback on your books, my wife was pleased when I
acquired involved making these for apart from family!Pros: Cheap cost, plenty of pics, ok
beginner title if you just want to understand a couple braids. I came across the directions easy
to follow, with good accompanying photos to steer the way..not necessarily! I purchased this
book mainly because a primer on understanding how to make points with paracord. The book
does not cover numerous braids. A lot of it is likewise braid repeated. There are a couple other
braids but the poor display quality (no color pics) and the lack of diagramming in the pics
simply falls short.If the writer had added some arrows & The pictures are a little disappointing,
clear enough but color and better light could have been nice.Listed below are two quotes
(p17) on sealing the cut ends: "Melting the ends is strictly how it sounds. Since I had a need to
learn the real braid itself this is just fine for me."Thank you Captain Obvious! Suggested to
anyone interested in making para-cord items (more than just bracelets).The best way I've found
to seal the ends is with a soldering iron or a bit of thin, hot copper wire. Open flames & If I
possess a pocket, it is much simpler and more useful to just have a bit of paracord stuffed
involved with it than to have to disassemble a bracelet to obtain one..The fundamentals that
he provides are reasonable. It is for people that are inexperienced, therefore if you've taken
classes and know the different knots, it could not assist you to as much. Adventures in
Paracord. I have made several today and it only takes a few moments to do. More of a
Misadventure I got this book in order that my teenage grandsons and I possibly could
produce some survival items for them to take on their two month longer ocean sailing
adventure. I purchased some paracord too and then we waited in great anticipation for the
things to arrive.. How do you decide if "this" is certainly a big enough crisis to take your
bracelet apart? Good examples but very difficult to follow If this reserve were in color or he
used different color cords, it would have been multitudes better to follow. All of them are tones
of gray with inadequate lighting. In a few photos it really is hard to tell apart one gray cord
from another. 'And, as you try to progress through the publication the standard of photos gets
a whole lot worse. Based on the beautiful color front and back again covers of this
publication we expected something even more. Definitely not gloss color but at least quality
high contrast, dark and white well focused pictures. This book is worth every penny! We didn't
make it past the first knot. If you order this reserve you REALLY want help because you possess
wasted precious preparation time and money that might have been better utilized planning for
your adventure. Five Stars Great Worth a look Passes the time. Has anyone viewed these
photos? Sadly, he did not and therefore it's hard to go through/follow. Other than that it only
teaches one basic weave anyways (which may be the one on the cover) so because of this it's
a 2 superstar review Covers basics. Ok book, fast delivery. GOOD Publication FOR THE
BEGINNER Very informative instruction book on making a good selection of paracord items..
Learned to make my first paracord bracelet from this book. A great basic book I actually
wanted to learn how to make the essential paracord bracelets and this book addresses it well.
It provides good photos and drawing on how best to tie the fundamentals.Cons: No color pics,
descriptions sometimes unclear, pics want added information. It gets addictive. AN EXCELLENT
Start Adventures in Paracord does not cover numerous topics, a lot of it all is showing different

ways to use the equal braid." and "Try not to set it burning or burn it. I don't suggest to imply
that there is only one thing to understand here. Easy to follow. mentioned the bitter
end/standing up end of the cord it could have been more helpful to a beginner. One thing I
would like to add, in fact it is not particular to the book, I don't actually "get" the facination
with "Survival Bracelets". paracord are an invitation to unpleasant blisters. The experience was
frustrating and even more disappointing. Perhaps I just don't spend as enough time naked in
the woods as others perform. I will certainly be using what I have learned in this publication,
MANY THANKS Nicholas for taking the time to place it on paper so that we are able to learn.
Five Stars very cloudy web pages. I will suggest adding a caution to folks that have not
caused nylon or polyester materials. On delivery day we set everything out on the dining room
table, opened the reserve and started.hard to read Five Stars Great information great cost
aswell Two Stars Fits bad Five Stars Good go through. Nicholas explains paracord structure,
teaches you the basics of braiding and then demonstrates how to use it to create useful
things.If you've ever had melting nylon dripped on your own skin, guess what happens an
understatement that's! We can't obtain our time back again but I would like to get my money
back.
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